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Description
introduce custom element to provide new content element wizard functionality
reduce complexity of controller, Fluid view, AJAX HTML, JavaScript modal
in general get rid of inline JavaScript functionality
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #95440: Dragging of CEs broken in page module

Closed

2021-10-01

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #95438: Border top not removed in web component

Closed

2021-10-01

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #95526: Fixed saveAndClose Issue

Resolved

2021-10-07

Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #96231: Remove fallback for triggering new conte...

Resolved

2021-12-03

Associated revisions
Revision 71924929 - 2021-09-29 07:39 - Oliver Bartsch
[TASK] Get rid of inline JavaScript in new content element wizard
This patch cleans up the NewContentElementController, used
for the "new content element wizard". All inline JavaScript
is removed, in favour of a custom web component and an improved
JavaScript module, handling the two modes (create content
with known colPos and create content while selecting the
desired colPos).
Previously, the wizard was triggered by a t3js-* class.
Since e.g. the fluid based page module related templates
might be overridden in extension code, a fallback layer
is present to still support this way of initialization
in v11.
Due to the necessary refactoring, some related bugs are fixed:
Accessing the wizard via the context menu now works correctly
The "saveAndClose" feature is now also respected in case the
user has to choose the desired colPos
Using a custom wizard endpoint (mod.newContentElementWizard.override)
does no longer initialize the TYPO3 related JavaScript, which
previously led to a JavaScript TypeError
A duplicated clear "icon" in the elements filter is removed
Resolves: #95277
Resolves: #95375
Resolves: #95376
Releases: master
Change-Id: I6e9b260938c934222e479c1a93c69ba6f27eec4b
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/71318
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

2022-07-04
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Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision b3305861 - 2021-10-04 20:13 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Fix list style of new content element wizard button
The "new record" view uses the bootstrap list-group
component. Except for the first group item, all items
get their border-top removed. This however did no
longer work for the "new content element wizard"
item, since it's "wrapped" into a web component
since #95277.
This is now fixed by manually removing the border-top
from the list group item, using bootstrap API classes.
Resolves: #95438
Related: #95277
Releases: master
Change-Id: I47fa10f1fea8c8b8706685cb946291ac4f6f653e
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/71433
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Reviewed-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Revision 8d3e14ed - 2021-10-08 16:31 - Marcel Schüßler
[TASK] Ensure record_commit parameters are not reused
When using the "saveAndClose" option for a newContentElementWizard
item, the target link forwards directly to the record_commit route
instead of FormEngine. Previously the parameters for this link
were added to an array, which was then never reset after used
for the link creation. This therefore resulted in multiple
elements were created as soon as the "saveAndClose" option
was set multiple times.
This is now fixed by not using a single use variable anymore,
but directly building the data array in the link, like it's
already done for the FormEngine links.
Releases: master
Resolves: #95526
Related: #95277
Change-Id: I897acd376ce44c6f26c27dc7ddd927302e5be8bb
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/71488
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision efae1f07 - 2021-12-04 00:40 - Oliver Bartsch
[!!!][TASK] Remove fallback for triggering new content element wizard
The new content element wizard was
reimplemented as web component in #95277.
Triggering the wizard using a HTML class
was kept for backwards compatibility
reasons, but is now removed.
Resolves: #96231
Related: #95277
Releases: main
Change-Id: If10c13531b72a06b9e80dd2406da861137d932b8
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/72494
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Nikita Hovratov <nikita.h@live.de>
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
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Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Reviewed-by: Nikita Hovratov <nikita.h@live.de>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

History
#1 - 2021-09-27 21:05 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/71318
#2 - 2021-09-28 20:05 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/71318
#3 - 2021-09-28 22:10 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 7 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/71318
#4 - 2021-09-29 07:47 - Oliver Bartsch
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 719249291d50813b93ac8b5ca1e525a3ff6c67f6.
#5 - 2021-10-01 20:46 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Bug #95440: Dragging of CEs broken in page module added
#6 - 2021-10-04 19:19 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Bug #95438: Border top not removed in web component added
#7 - 2021-10-07 07:17 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
#8 - 2021-10-07 21:16 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Bug #95526: Fixed saveAndClose Issue added
#9 - 2021-12-03 16:35 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Task #96231: Remove fallback for triggering new content element wizard added
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